



NAME: ___________________________________
Chapter 12:  Terminating the Incident



1.  What does the acronym PERO stand for?
A)  Post-emergency response operations
B)  Pre-emergency response operations
C)  Planned emergency response operations
D)  Post-emergency response organization

2.  Whom should the incident commander meet with to formally turn over the incident scene prior to termination?
A)  Responsible party
B)  Political representatives
C)  Law enforcement
D)  Safety officer

3.  In order to be free of distractions, poor environmental conditions, and loud ambient noises, what should be conducted in a nearby vehicle or building?
A)  Critique
B)  Debriefings
C)  Rehab
D)  Accountability

4.  The debriefing should be conducted by one individual. Who may not be the best facilitator due to special knowledge of the hazards being required?
A)  Safety officer
B)  Incident commander
C)  Research officer
D)  Operations chief

5.  Debriefings of _________ may be considered too long due to a complex incident and require more time?
A)  5 to 10 minutes
B)  10 to 15 minutes
C)  15 to 20 minutes
D)  Less than 5 minutes

6.  Which of these debriefing subjects involves describing what personnel may have been exposed to and the signs and symptoms of exposure?
A)  Equipment and apparatus exposure review
B)  Follow-up contact person
C)  Health information
D)  Problems requiring immediate action

7.  Contaminated firefighting gear and personal clothing that has been bagged to prevent the spread of contamination so that it can be cleaned or laundered properly upon return to the station is discussed in which debriefing subject area.
A)  Equipment and apparatus exposure review
B)  Follow-up contact person
C)  Health information
D)  Problems requiring immediate action

8.  What is the reconstruction of the incident to establish a clear picture of the events that took place during the emergency?
A)  Debriefing
B)  Critique
C)  Post-incident analysis
D)  Post-entry briefing

9.  The post-incident analysis focus on six key topics. Which of the following topics focuses on how the emergency response was organized to the existing emergency response plan or SOPs?
A)  Command and control
B)  Plan and procedures
C)  Resources
D)  Tactical operations

10.  During the post-incident analysis, questions asked about adequate equipment, use and management of the equipment and mutual aid resources would fall into which key topic?
A)  Plans and procedures
B)  Resources
C)  Support service
D)  Training




